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BY YOUR SIDE ALWAYS

ADAPTIVE ENGINE SOLUTIONS
TO KEEP YOU OFF THE GROUND



Rely on those who understand you

By fighting the crisis ourselves, we know exactly 
its impact on the aviation community.
We know how to adjust maintenance operations 
to fit to the airlines’ reality.

As an Airline-MRO, we have an intimate knowledge 
of operator’s constraints, and we put this insight 
to work for you in these turbulent times. 

Adaptiveness® 
We can adapt our offers and solutions to the crisis 
situation by responding to the your needs. From 
the short to the long term.

 

AFI KLM E&M is a market-leading airline-MRO, 
providing high-quality, adaptive and competitive 
quality MRO solutions for your engines, and 
ensuring the best possible maintenance for greater 
aircraft availability.

 REMOTE SERVICES

Virtual table inspection experience

With the travel restrictions, we offer remote and 
flexible solutions such as table inspection. Thus, we 
can help if there is a problem with an engine wherever 
they are. 

We can help you to fix your engines remotely. Whether 
we come or not, we offer you cost-saving solutions 
under all circumstances, useful during these traveling 
restrictions with Covid-19.

 GREENTIME ENGINE

Rely on those who understand you 

During the Covid-19 pandemic, managing green time 
on Engines & Engine Components is more important 
than ever.
As an Airline-MRO, we have an intimate knowledge of 
operator constraints, and we put this insight to work 
for you in these turbulent times.

Instead of repairing an engine or doing a shop visit, we 
can provide an engine or a module with green time. 
Moreover, we can provide these greentime solutions at 
an attractive rate.

 CUSTOMIZED WORKSCOPE

Beyond economical repairs to infinity

Sometimes, you don’t need a full performance 
restoration to meet your operational needs. We can 
optimize your cost of ownership by customizing 
workscopes and performing shop visits for delivering 
the engine you need.

In the respect of airworthiness maintainability, we 
evaluate with you all the levers that can be activated to 
postpone or lighten shop visits and get the most out of 
your engines and their components.

As an example, we can swap modules on CFM56, 
maximizing the utilisation of your assets.



ON WING/ON SITE SERVICES

Our expertise at your doorstep

After a long period of storage, you may run into difficulties 
to re-enter your fleet into service. 

We can support you in this challenging activity whether 
you need support at part, module or engine level or if 
you want us to manage the hassle of your entire return to 
operation.

As an operator of a Group of airlines, we know, like 
you, how important it is to extend time on-wing: from 
troubleshooting to parts replacement, benefit from our 
adaptive turnkey solutions to ensure continued smooth 
flight operations and minimize the need for engine shop 
visits.

www.afiklmem.com

 ENGINE PART REPAIRS

Scarce does not necessarily mean expensive

Repairing engine part is the most cost effective and 
sustainable way of keeping your engine flying.
More than ever, during the ongoing crisis, repair is the 
solution to restore the potential of your engine parts at a 
competitive price.

From the smallest to the biggest, like the fan mid shaft, 
your parts will be cared for by our extensive repair network 
and our centers of excellence in France and Netherlands

Last but not least, to let you focus on your operations, 
you can rely on our global logistics network, facilitating 
transportation, and offering you a door-to-door service.

CONSULTING

Knowledge at your fingertips 

From engine health monitoring to predictive maintenance 
and flight analysis, all the knowledge of AFI KLM E&M in 
terms of engineering could be yours.

Through the development of innovative digital solutions, 
our engine knowledge, and experience as an operator, 
we build the trust necessary to help you optimize your 
fleet management, your time on wing,  your operational 
performance and cost of ownership.

ENGINE PART TRADING

The win-win value of inventories

We can help you in getting the right parts at attractive 
prices. Whether you need spare parts or have to value 
your own inventory, our «engine part trading» teams are 
at your disposal to optimize your cost of ownership, and 
secure the continuity of your operations. 

During this crisis period, securing the continuity of your 
operations also means securing your cash management. 
Owing to a wide range of engine parts available, we can 
provide you the spares needed at a minimum of cost.

 ENGINE TEARDOWN

Cost cutting solutions with Bonus Tech

Engine teardown call for specialized know-how and 
dedicated equipment and resources. With Bonus Tech, 
based in Miami, we meet your needs seeking access to 
reconditioned engine spares assets within short lead 
times and at competitive prices, helping you to efficiently 
support your fleets while simultaneously reducing costs. 
Our services include complete engine disassembly, parts 
identification, parts trace tags and full packing.
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